REVBUS LEXINGTONCTR

DEPART 10 Depot Square (Lexington Center) 7:25 AM 8:45 AM

ARRIVE Alewife Station 7:43 AM 9:03 AM

DEPART Alewife Station 4:45 PM 6:10 PM

ARRIVE 10 Depot Square (Lexington Center) 5:05 PM 6:25 PM

Shuttle dispatch 781-890-0093x4
Shuttle operates Monday-Friday only
Arrive 5+ minutes early
See 128bc.org/schedules for holiday schedule

schedule effective date: 07.26.2021
If you are ill, stay home. Your driver cannot offer a seat on the shuttle to anyone clearly displaying COVID-19 or other contagious disease symptoms.

Wear a mask per FTA/CDC mandate. You must wear a mask even if you feel healthy and even if you are vaccinated.

Make sure your mask fits properly. Your mask should fit snugly over the bridge of your nose and extend down under your chin, covering your mouth & nose completely.

Arrive 5 minutes early to the shuttle waiting area. Give yourself plenty of time so that you don’t have to rush.

Do not eat or drink in waiting areas or on the shuttle. Eating or drinking would compromise your mask.

Minimize conversation in waiting areas and on the shuttle. Talking less & talking more quietly limit the production of the droplets & aerosols that spread the virus.

Double-check approaching shuttle’s destination sign before attempting to board.

Do not approach the bus until the driver opens the door. Once the driver opens the door, approach the bus one at a time, and exercise patience to avoid crowding.

Quickly and safely take a seat after boarding the vehicle.

Seat yourself wherever you would like. Head all the way to the back, snag a seat up front, or plop yourself anywhere in the middle.

Treat the driver and other passengers with courtesy and respect.

Do not put personal belongings on seats when those seats are needed by fellow riders and do not listen to audio without headphones.

In the afternoon when you arrive at Alewife Station, head to 128BC’s STOP #1 in the shuttle boarding area on the ground level.